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Top lawyer bids to strike
out insider trading charges
By ANITA GABRIEL
SENIOR CORRESPONDENT

HIGH-PROFILE Malaysian lawyer Sreesanthan Eliathamby has
asked a court to strike out insider
trading charges brought by the
country’s Securities Commission.
Sreesanthan, 52, a senior partner at Kadir Andri & Partners,
filed several applications at the
Kuala Lumpur Sessions Court
yesterday for the seven charges
to be dropped.
His applications stated that
several of the charges under the
Securities Industry Act 1983
were based on a law that was repealed almost five years ago, and
therefore were “void in law”.
Sreesanthan also wants the
court to issue a summons to the
SC to produce all the recorded
statements, documents seized
and information gathered in connection with the investigation
against him, to ensure fair play at
the trial. The court will hear the
applications on Nov 22.

Sreesanthan Eliathamby, 52, stated in
his applications that several charges
were based on a repealed law.
On July 20, Malaysia’s corporate and legal fraternity were
stunned when Sreesanthan was
charged with insider trading involving the shares of Sime Darby, UEM World, Maxis Communications and Vads, a unit of Telekom Malaysia, between 2006

and 2008. He claimed trial to the
charges.
Sreesanthan is well-trusted by
the country’s corporate movers
and shakers, and has advised on
major corporate deals. He has
also sat on the boards of major
companies, including Maybank,
the country’s largest bank, and
plantation giant Sime Darby.
In 2009, Sreesanthan was
named as one of the region’s top
25 mergers and acquisitions lawyers in the Asian Legal Business
M&A regional survey rankings.
That background alone ensures that the hearing in November will be closely followed in corporate and legal circles.
The case will also be viewed
through another lens – to see the
effectiveness of Malaysia’s securities regulator under the helm of
Mr Ranjit Ajit Singh in proving
market misconduct cases.
Mr Ranjit took over from the
Securities
Commission’s
long-serving chairman Zarinah
Anwar in April.
anitag@sph.com.sg

Institute to help SMEs with
research, consulting services
By YASMINE YAHYA
UNITED Overseas Bank (UOB)
and the Singapore Management
University (SMU) have teamed
up to help small firms in the form
of an Asian Enterprise Institute.
The facility aims to provide
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) with research and
analysis on economic trends and
subsidised consulting services.
The institute has received $10
million in initial funding – $3 million from UOB, $2 million from
UOB’s business, commercial and
corporate banking customers and
a $5 million matching grant from
the Ministry of Education.
It will continue running an existing programme that provides
heavily discounted consulting services to SMEs.
This programme has been run
by the UOB-SMU Entrepreneurship Alliance, a partnership
formed seven years ago.

About 170 firms have so far received such help in areas ranging
from financing to branding from
560 senior-year SMU students.
An SME pays between $500
and $1,500 for a 10- to 12-week
consulting project. A professional consultant firm would charge
$15,000 to $20,000 for a project
of the same duration, noted SMU
senior lecturer of finance Ang
Ser-Keng, who is also the director of the institute.
SME owners are more savvy
these days and want to make
business decisions based on data
analysis which this programme allows without stretching their limited resources too much, he added.
Dynaforce, a supplier and distributor of fitness equipment, decided to give the programme a
shot a few years ago.
Founder Jimmie Lee said he
was surprised by the results:
“We were not expecting much.

“But the students were not
working for the money. They
were working for the experience
and to get a taste of how business works in the real world so
we received much more than
what we thought we would.”
The institute will also conduct
a biannual business intelligence
survey to provide SMEs with
commentary and analysis of the
global and Asian economic outlook and expansion strategies of
SMEs in the region.
Next year it will launch an online resource centre for SMEs to
exchange ideas.
UOB’s group commercial banking chief Eric Tham said the bank
also benefits from the initiatives.
“We want SMEs to be strong.
When they progress, it’s good for
the bank. They will come back to
us and say, ‘We have a project,
we need more funding,’ and that
is good for us.”
yasminey@sph.com.sg
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A GOOD CHAIRMAN
His role is not to bring
industrial expertise per se,
but to bring a business mind
and, above it all, a certain
social intelligence to make the
components work.
– Mr Hsieh Fu Hua (left),
chairman of the Stewardship and
Corporate Governance Centre
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‘Not all good CEOs
can be chairmen’
Roles are different and transition
needs rethinking, says Hsieh Fu Hua
By ALVIN FOO
BEING a successful chief executive officer (CEO) does not mean
you can just slot into the chairman’s role and automatically
make a success of the job, according to Stewardship and Corporate
Governance Centre (SCGCentre)
chairman Hsieh Fu Hua.
The former Singapore Exchange boss told The Straits
Times recently that the chairman’s role requires social intelligence to harness the company’s
collective wisdom, and the ability
to strike a right relationship with
the CEO.
“The fact that you were a CEO
doesn’t mean you automatically
can become a successful chairman, because the role is different,” said Mr Hsieh.
“It takes a bit of rethinking and
clarification to be able to move
from one role to the next.”
Certainly, being a good chairman is not just about having the
experience and sharp business acumen – skills usually associated
with a CEO.
“The best chairmen are those

who are able to draw on the collective intelligence of any organisation... it’s not to take over the role
of the CEO,” noted Mr Hsieh.
Another key aspect of a chairman’s role is his relationship with
the CEO. Mr Hsieh, who will succeed Mr Wee Cho Yaw as United
Overseas Bank chairman next
April, said: “A successful relationship with the CEO is absolutely
crucial, so that he can motivate,
inspire the CEO, and give him
greater confidence to act. That
needs a great deal of human understanding and wisdom.”
A good chairman can serve in
almost any industry, he added.
The only exceptions are sensitive
sectors such as banking, which is
regulated.
“His role is not to bring industrial expertise per se, but to bring
a business mind and, above it all,
a certain social intelligence to
make the components work.”
The chairman’s role has been
evolving, with increasing demands in recent years as the public calls for greater transparency
and accountability from the
board.

These additional challenges
can mean spending two or three
full days in the office now and so
justify a relook of a chairman’s
compensation, said Mr Hsieh.
“He’s got to be valued more
than he is today. He is paid maybe
twice that of a normal board member, but he spends 10 times the
amount of time.”
In normal times, a CEO should
“take
centre
stage”,
said
Mr Hsieh, but the chairman has to
be more visible in times of a company crisis or scandal, as the confidence in the management is in
question.
“The board has to become
much more visible then to respond to challenges and listen.”
The SCGCentre, a Temasek
Holdings initiative that began in
September last year, will highlight
these and other themes at a
high-level meeting next Monday
involving the chairmen of some of
Singapore’s top companies.
The full-day session will be the
first such programme run by the
SCGCentre and has been fully subscribed. It is believed to be the
first of its kind here.
Participants will discuss a wide
range of topics, including the
CEO-chairman partnership, and
leading the board and company
through challenging times.
alfoo@sph.com.sg

ING moving some back-end functions to S’pore this year
By MAGDALEN NG
THE plan to move some of ING
Bank’s back-end functions from
its home base in the Netherlands
to Singapore will begin later this
year.
Mr Mark Newman, the newly
appointed chief executive of ING

Commercial Banking Asia, declined to give an estimate of how
many jobs will be involved.
At a press briefing yesterday,
Mr Newman, who was previously
head of financial markets in Asia,
said he intends to continue with
the slow and steady growth strategy that the Dutch banking group
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has adopted in the region.
He added: “ING may not have
been very ‘public’, but we have
been very stable over the last few
years. We do not have big hiring
programmes because we are an institution that prefers organic
growth.”
The Amsterdam-based banking

group is the largest bank in Benelux – or Belgium, the Netherlands
and Luxembourg – by market capitalisation. It has operations in 14
Asian countries, including Vietnam and Mongolia.
ING Bank currently has about
900 employees in Asia, about half
of whom are based in Singapore in

its Republic Plaza and Tampines
offices.
In Asia, ING Commercial
Banking focuses mainly on trade
financing for both European
clients who want to enter the
Asian market, and Asian clients
who are increasingly looking towards Europe, especially Central

and Eastern Europe.
The bank is also strong in structured products and financial markets.
ING Bank facilitated ¤50 billion (S$80 billion) worth of exports into Asia last year, mainly
to China, India and South Korea.
songyuan@sph.com.sg

